The Applied Deaf Studies program empowers Deaf young adults to become productive and active members of society. The program aims to develop Benildean leader-advocates who are competitive, capable, and committed in making positive contributions to their community, industries, and the nation at large.

By developing competitive skills, and expertise, students will be given the confidence and competence to become gainfully employed, perform effectively in the workplace or be able to start their own business.

The Business Entrepreneurship track prepares students to set up, operate and manage small-to medium-level businesses. Students learn techniques in producing food and non-food products and also develop competencies in the areas of bookkeeping, accounting, and office management.

**ELECTIVES**

- Introduction to Business
- Business Marketing
- Seminar Series on Accounting for Entrepreneurial Application IB
- Seminar Series on Accounting for Entrepreneurial Application IA
- Exploring Options for Business Opportunity Proposal One and Two
- Practicum Selling
- Practicum for Employment in Hotel and Restaurant Operations

**MAJOR SUBJECTS**

- Deaf Identity: Truth and Misconception
- Gender Sensitivity: Breaking the Chains of Bias Violence and Discrimination
- Communication Process and Its Impact on Deaf Identity and Human Relations
- Special Topics on Communication Skills for Better Human Relations
- Nature and Dynamics of the Filipino Deaf Community
- Deaf Community Builder: The Deaf as Agent of Social Transformation

Disclaimer: There are general education and institutional courses not listed. Courses may change without prior notice. For complete information, please purchase a copy of the program flowchart.

For more information, please contact:
Benilde Admissions Center
2305100 local 1801, 1802, 1803
admissions@benilde.edu.ph
http://admissions.benilde.edu.ph